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LEADS
THE BASICS
A lead is a person
or organization
who indicates
interest in what
you are selling, be
it a product or a
service.

What's a Lead?
A lead is a person or organization
who indicates interest in what you
are selling, be it a product or a
service.
Leads usually share this interest
after opening a company’s
communication (by sharing contact
information, like an email, phone or
social media handle).
Lead generation is the process of
attracting and converting visitors into
leads.
Learn about the different types of
lead in the next pages.
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YOUR BUYER'S
JOURNEY

Your prospects will go through a path called
Buyer's Journey.
This path describes a series of choices
consumers make while searching a purchase
decision,
The buyer’s journey consists of three main stages
that eventually result in a new customer:
awareness, consideration, decision.

WHERE ARE
YOUR PROSPECTS?

Phase one, or the awareness stage: people become aware of a problem they need solved and begin
to research solutions. This is when you attract strangers to your business by providing useful content.
Phase two, or the consideration stage is when these strangers start considering the various solutions
to their problems. They begin to like and trust you over time and eventually convert into leads.
The final phase, the decision stage, is when your start engaging with your leads until they become
customers.
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FACEBOOK LEAD
GENERATION
Why Facebook?
What are Facebook
Lead Ads?
Benefits

Over two billion people use Facebook
Products (including Instagram, Messenger and
Audience Network). With so many people using
these platforms every day, Facebook is an ideal
place to market your business through paid
promotions.
Another reason why Facebook Lead Ads is so
effective is because of their native lead form.
Lead ads can be used to collect sign-ups for
newsletters, price estimates and business
information, making them a great way to
identify potential customers and share relevant
information with them in the future.
With Facebook's lead ads, the contact form, or
"instant form" you ask people to fill out will
appear natively on Facebook and Instagram.
Facebook's lead ads can help you meet your
business goals if you want to:
Find new customers for your business
Find out more about people's interests
Get people to sign up or register for your
service
Get people to enroll in your program
Get people to download a brochure or
manual

Benefits
Contact forms, or "instant forms,"
are included in your ad: When
people click on your lead ad,
they'll be prompted to fill out a
short instant form to send you
their contact info.
Choose which questions to ask in
your instant form: You
can customize the questions in
your lead ad instant form so that
it's tailored to your business.
Easy data collection: You
can download your leads directly
from Facebook, or you can
connect your leads to a CRM such
as MailChimp or Salesforce.
Targeted segments: Facebook
Lead Ads allows for highly
targeted segmentation, like
interests, demographics, and
more.
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SETTING UP
YOUR FACEBOOK
LEADS AD
There are many ways to set up your Facebook Lead Ads. In this guide, you will learn how to set up
from your Facebook Page and from Ads Manager.

Set Up Leads Ads from Your Page
1. Go to your business' Page.
2. Click Publishing Tools at the top.

3. Click Forms Library in the left-hand drop down menu.
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SETTING UP
YOUR FACEBOOK
LEADS AD
Set Up Lead Ads from Your Page
5. Click + Create at the top. Next, choose one of these:
New Form: You will create a new instant form and enter all new information. If you choose this
option, click Next in the bottom right and then continue set up with
Duplicate an Existing Form: Use a form you've already created and add a question to it. If you
choose this option, select the form you want to modify from the dropdown, then click Next in the
bottom right. Then skip to Step 9 to continue set up.
6. In the Create Form window, click Untitled form at the top to name your instant form.
7. Under the Content tab, choose your preferred Form Type. Higher Intent will add a Review
Screen section to your form where people can confirm their info.
8. (Optional) Click the toggle next to Intro (Optional) to add an introduction screen to your instant
form.
9. Click Questions, then add a custom Headline (optional).Under What information would you like to
ask for?, you'll see Email and Full name are already added. Click + Add New Question to
select Prefill Questions or Custom Questions from the dropdown menu.
If you choose a Prefill Question, any of the user information fields can be pre-filled if a person
has included this as part of their Facebook profile.
You can add up to 15 Custom Questions to your instant form. Learn more about adding custom
questions.
10. Under Privacy Policy, add link text and a URL to your privacy policy. You can also check the box
next to Add custom disclaimer if you want to add additional disclaimers to your instant form.
11. Under Thank You Screen, add a confirmation message and link to help keep your leads engaged
after they submit their form. Note: The Headline and Button Text fields can be up to 60 characters
long.
12. Click the arrows at the bottom of your Form Preview and make sure your complete form looks
the way you want it to.
13. Click Finish to complete your form.
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SETTING UP
YOUR FACEBOOK
LEADS AD
Set Up Leads Ads from Ads Manager
1. Go to your Ads Manager.
2. Click + Create the top left.
3. Choose whether you want to set up with Quick Creation or Guided Creation (the following steps
will show you how to set up in Guided Creation).
4. Select the Lead Generation objective.
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SETTING UP
YOUR FACEBOOK
LEADS AD
Set Up Leads Ads from Ads Manager
5. In the Page section, choose the Page you'd like to use to create lead ads. Click View Terms.
Review the Lead Ad Terms of Service and select I Agree to Terms and Conditions.
6. Set your Audience, Placements & Budget, and Schedule. Unlike other campaign types, you
cannot target lead ads to people under the age of 18. Click Continue.
7. Choose an Ad Name. Under Identity , select your Page and attach your Instagram account, if
applicable.Select an Ad Format, then add images or a video to your ad.
8. Fill in your ad's Headline, Text and add a Call To Action button.

9. In the Instant Form section, you have several options for creating a form:
Click + New Form to create a new instant form.
Click Duplicate to choose a form you've already created.
Select a draft of a instant form you've previously saved and click Edit to modify the form.
10. Enter all customizable information: questions, privacy policy, Thank you screen.
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WHAT TO
DO NEXT?

Now you know how to obtain leads through
Facebook Lead Ads. Now, what do you do with
the information you acquired?
The answer is deliver what you promised!
And then, start nurturing your leads. Delight your
prospects into a closed sale.
Share with them relevant information, ask for
feedback, answer their questions until they
decide if your business or service is the best
option to solve their problem.
The more value you share, the more trust you
develop with your prospects. and the more likely
they are willing to buy from you and recommend
you to others.

BUT
HOW?

Creating content that answers your buyers’
needs and questions throughout their journey is
an effective way to nurture leads and speed
up sales cycles. This is content marketing.
For your content to work, you have to be
strategic. Your content needs to add value.
Is your content delivering what you want?
Aren't you sure if you are in the right direction?
Let's have a free 45-min talk and go over your
lead generation strategy.
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Ready To Reach The Next Level?
I help small businesses and startups to showcase their authenticity to the
world while achieving results across 3 key areas:
marketing strategy, content marketing and social media marketing.

SHARE YOUR
MARKETING NEEDS
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